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SUMMARY Reducing power consumption is a crucial factor making
industrial designs, such as mobile SoCs, competitive. Voltage scaling (VS)
is the classical yet most effective technique that contributes to quadratic
power reduction. A recent design technique called activation-aware slack
assignment (ASA) enhances the voltage-scaling by allocating the timing
margin of critical paths with a stochastic mean-time-to-failure (MTTF)
analysis. Meanwhile, such stochastic treatment of timing errors is ac-
cepted in limited application domains, such as image processing. This
paper proposes a design optimization methodology that achieves a mode-
wise voltage-scalable (MWVS) design guaranteeing no timing errors in
each mode operation. This work formulates the MWVS design as an op-
timization problem that minimizes the overall power consumption consid-
ering each mode duration, achievable voltage lowering and accompanied
circuit overhead explicitly, and explores the solution space with the down-
hill simplex algorithm that does not require numerical derivation and fre-
quent objective function evaluations. For obtaining a solution, i.e., a de-
sign, in the optimization process, we exploit the multi-corner multi-mode
design flow in a commercial tool for performing mode-wise ASA with sets
of false paths dedicated to individual modes. We applied the proposed de-
sign methodology to RISC-V design. Experimental results show that the
proposed methodology saves 13% to 20% more power compared to the
conventional VS approach and attains 8% to 15% gain from the conven-
tional single-mode ASA. We also found that cycle-by-cycle fine-grained
false path identification reduced leakage power by 31% to 42%.
key words: mode-wise voltage-scaling, activation-aware slack assignment,
multi-corner multi-mode, downhill simplex method

1. Introduction

Low-power operations are eagerly demanded in various
computing systems, such as IoTs [1], [2], wearable equip-
ment [3], and the sensor networks [4], [5], in addition to
mobile terminals. According to long standby time, tiny vol-
ume, and limited energy sources, those applications have
strong demands for ultra-low power consumption. Also,
power consumption becomes the most competitive factor in
modern mobile SOC [6], or even high-performance chips
[7]. Designers are dedicated to pursuing the maximization
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of power or energy efficiency.
Voltage scaling (VS) is one of the most common and

powerful techniques for power reduction. Voltage reduc-
tion remarkably contributes to the quadratic gain of power-
saving. However, voltage decrease involves an increase in
the circuit delay and raises the possibility of timing error.
Therefore, the techniques to prevent timing errors are stud-
ied, and they can be categorized into two levels; operation
level and design level. The former implements in-situ mon-
itoring devices in the circuits to adapt the supply voltage
for maximizing the power efficiency while sustaining cir-
cuit functionalities. These techniques are categorized as
adaptive voltage scaling (AVS) techniques. The key idea
is to insert the monitoring sensors behind the main circuits
for detecting or predicting the logic error. If the main cir-
cuit keeps functional, then the voltage controlling unit keeps
lowering down the supply voltage. On the other hand, once
the sensors detect or predict the logic error, they would in-
form the controlling units to increase the voltage to maintain
the functionality of the main circuit. This area includes Ra-
zor [8], [9], critical-path replicas [10], [11], or canary flip-
flops [12]–[14]. On the other hand, the latter level intends to
re-design the circuit such that the timing margin is manipu-
lated to enhance voltage scaling efficiency. A state-of-the-
art technique in this field is an activation-aware slack assign-
ment (ASA), which associates the timing criticality of a path
with its topological path delay and activity [6], [14]–[17].

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate the concept of ASA,
which originates from an earlier technique so-called criti-
cal path isolation (CPI) [15], [17]–[20]. In a logic design,
there are several flop-to-flop timing paths. If the path de-
lays are too long compared with the given clock period and
the paths have a transitive (rising or falling) signal propa-
gation during the operation, those paths violate the “setup”
timing constraint and would cause timing errors. This tim-
ing violation may easily occur during VS when the circuit is
designed for nominal voltage, since VS would increase the
paths delay. The concept of ASA focuses on a fact that not
all the paths would be activated during the operation of inter-
est, which means not all the paths would have the transitive
signal propagation. From now on, we give a definition: the
paths in which a transitive signal propagates during the oper-
ation are denoted as active paths, whereas the paths without
any transitive signal propagation are denoted as false paths.
Note that the active paths and the false paths would vary
depending on the circuit workloads and operation modes.

Copyright © 2022 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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Fig. 1 Concept schematic for applying ASA (a) VS before ASA and (b)
VS after ASA.

If the paths do not have any transitive signal propagation,
those paths do not experience logic errors even with setup
timing violation. Therefore, we need to consider the tim-
ing of only the active paths during the operation of interest.
ASA manipulates a synthesized circuit for the active paths
by buffer insertion and cell swapping to allocate timing mar-
gin during an engineering change order (ECO) phase. After
ASA, the active paths have more timing margin so that VS
is applicable without timing error occurrence. Although the
manipulation might increase the area due to inserted buffers
and larger-size gates, the extra timing margin enables us to
apply voltage scaling. Moreover, AVS and ASA are highly
feasible to achieve low power/energy regardless of the type
of design. Besides, the two techniques can even integrate
together to perform a synergy effect. Reference [14] claims
that thanks to ASA, the number of timing critical paths be-
comes less, and hence the paths need to be inserted with
monitoring sensors can be effectively reduced, which can
achieve significant area overhead reduction while sustaining
the circuit functionality.

However, current state-of-the-art ASA techniques re-
main space for further discussion. To enable larger VS,
Masuda et al. [14]–[16] proposed an ASA method that al-
locates the timing margin with a stochastic mean-time-to-
failure (MTTF) analysis. The timing errors are character-
ized by statistical static timing analysis and path activation
analysis. This method accepts very few yet certain timing
errors, and hence voltage can be aggressively scaled down.
However, such stochastic treatment of timing error limits
application domains to those that tolerate timing error, such
as image processing and machine learning [21], [22]. In ad-
dition, MTTF-based ASA is very hard to be quantified since
there is no effective way to validate its functional correct-
ness in a reasonable time especially when things come to
an aging issue. Besides, industrial designs may not tolerate
any timing error even in those domains since MTTF-based
ASA induces inconsistency with the current production test
policy. On the other hand, without MTTF treatment, pure

ASA may attain a very limited margin for VS since the paths
whose delays are squeezable by gates or structural manipu-
lation through ECO may not be many. Therefore, how to
enlarge the power/energy gain through ASA with guaran-
teeing no timing error becomes an interesting and attractive
problem.

This paper proposes a methodology to achieve a de-
sign applying to mode-wise VS (MWVS) under the scheme
of ASA with guaranteeing no timing error. First, a mode-
wise voltage and corresponding design freedom are defined
as the design variables, and then a problem for MWVS is
formulated in consideration of the duration of each mode.
Then, this work presents a fine-grained way to identify the
false paths for each mode. The proposed methodology ex-
ploits multi-corner multi-mode (MCMM) design flow in a
commercial tool that considers sets of false paths in indi-
vidual modes for performing mode-wise ASA. The solu-
tion space is explored through downhill simplex algorithm
(DSA), which is a direct search method for solving nonlin-
ear optimization problems without derivative computation.
Note that the proposed method for MWVS is a general so-
lution for application requiring low-power operation. A pre-
liminary version of this work was presented in [23].

The contributions of this paper are:

• Formulate an optimization problem and provide its
solving procedure to achieve mode-wise voltage-
scalable design. Experiment results based on RISC-
V design show that 13% to 20% overall power saving
when treating design with conventional VS as the base-
line. In addition, 8% to 13% additional power gain
originates from the mode-wise idea.

• Introduce a cycle-by-cycle fine-grained method to
identify false paths which are used during ASA im-
plementations. Compared with the conventional way
of false-path identification, the introduced method can
save 31% to 42% leakage power.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews the related work about ASA and MWVS,
and also MCMM is briefly mentioned. Section 3 formu-
lates the MWVS design optimization problem. Section 4 de-
scribes the proposed methodology for solving MWVS with
DSA, which uses MCMM + ASA, and also presents fine-
grained false-path identification. Section 5 applies the pro-
posed methodology to RISC-V and shows experimental re-
sults. Section 6 concludes this chapter.

2. Previous Work

2.1 Mode-Wise ASA

ASA is the technique to manipulate the timing margin of
the active paths by engineering change order (ECO) phase.
The active paths after ASA have more timing margin with
the cost of the area from additional buffer insertion or
fast-but-large gates swapping, while the extra timing mar-
gin offers further down-scaling of voltage and benefits the
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Fig. 2 Timing margin for each FF is determined such that PERR is con-
straint while individual PACT values are different.

power/energy reduction. The benefit from ASA has been
promoted in the state-of-the-art works [6], [14]–[16].

Let us briefly explain the ASA method proposed by
Masuda et al. [14]–[16]. Given the pre-determined work-
loads or mode-control input pattern, a set of active FFs is
extracted and then FF-based ASA is performed. That can
be done in ECO phase by the re-synthesis with tighter de-
lay constraint on the paths whose endpoints are those active
FFs. Therefore, as long as the design can be re-synthesized
successfully following the criterion, those paths should have
more timing margin for VS. For determining the necessary
timing margin, timing failure probability is introduced and
defined as a stochastic joint probability (PERR) by a flop
activation (PACT ) and its structural timing violation prob-
abilities (PVIO). Then, aggressive voltage scaling, which
reaches 25% voltage reduction in their experiments, is ap-
plied as long as the PERR defined at the scaled voltage for
each selected flop is within a given target value, as shown
in Fig. 2. Here, the target value is a non-zero positive value,
and hence the circuit causes timing error at a certain proba-
bility while it is very small.

On the other hand, in order to enhance VS efficiency
without tolerating timing errors, it is necessary to explore
other margin sources that can be exploited. Reference [6]
attempts to introduce mode-wise ASA to enjoy the bene-
fit from ASA targeting on a certain power-hungry mode in
the industrial design. That is, with ASA, it allows to ap-
ply reduced voltage to that power-hungry mode, while for
other modes (or workload), regular voltage level is supplied
to make sure the normal function with no modes exception.

However, even though [6] has introduced the term
“mode-wise ASA,” their implementation approach of ASA,
which is the same as the previous work of MTTF-aware
ASA [14]–[16], considers only one specific operation mode
and focuses on enhancing the VS efficiency only for that
single mode. Therefore, if there are three distinct opera-
tion modes from 1 to 3, for example, those modes are united
to form a single mode such as Mode 1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3, as shown
in Fig. 3(a). In this case, further VS opportunities existing
in Mode 1 and Mode 2 are spoiled, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
Conversely, if multiple modes, are individually considered
in ASA-aware voltage-scalable circuit design, more benefits
of overall energy saving can be expected because each mode
consumes less power.

MWVS is a promising approach that can exploit the

Fig. 3 Expected voltage scaling operations for (a) single-mode VS de-
sign and (b) multi-mode (mode-wise) VS design.

bias of active paths in different operation modes for volt-
age scaling. On the other hand, it is necessary to establish a
design methodology that can ensure no timing error occur-
rence, cope with multiple operation modes, and efficiently
explore the design space. Here, note that the scaled volt-
age is applied to each mode (workload) even under MWVS
scheme, and the supplied voltage is spatially identical in
the design of interest. Therefore, the concept of MWVS is
practical and reasonable for industrial designs. On the other
hand, it is noted that ASA for pursuing lower voltage oper-
ation involves circuit overhead due to timing margin expan-
sion. Hence, this circuit overhead and achievable VS must
be carefully taken into account in the design methodology.

2.2 MCMM

Multi-corner multi-mode (MCMM) design flow has been
recently developed as one of the built-in features in many
EDA vendors such as Synopsys and Cadence [24], [25].
The MCMM flow allows the timing analysis and the opti-
mization of a hardware design according to multiple modes,
where each mode can be associated with different clock pe-
riods, PVT corners (process, voltage, temperature), and de-
sign constraints for mode-based timing. The MCMM de-
sign flow works to generate a circuit design that satisfies all
the required specifications in individual modes simultane-
ously. The MCMM flow can significantly save the design
turn-around times for MCMM designs [25].

With the MCMM flow, the ASA technique can be
explicitly extended to MWVS design methodology. The
mode-wise ASA aims to obtain a design where all the FFs
at nominal voltage and the active FFs at scaled voltage meet
the clock frequency constraint. Thus, it is expected that the
MCMM flow is a promising choice to enhance the capability
of MWVS design flow.

3. Problem Formulation for MWVS

This section formulates the problem for optimizing a design
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under MWVS as follows.

• Input:

1. a gate-level pre-ASA circuit design, D0
2. Mode Mi and associated duration DRi , where i =

1,2, ...,N
3. nominal voltage VNOM

4. cycle time T

• Output:

1. a gate-level circuit after MWVS-aware ASA, D.
2. voltage Vi for mode Mi , where i = 1,2, ...,N

• Object f unction

1. Minimize:
∑N

i=1 Power(Mi,Vi)×DRi

• Constraints

1. Slack(T,Vi , Act_Pathsi) ≥ 0, where i = 1,2, ...,N
2. Slack(T,VNOM , All_Paths) ≥ 0
3. Area ≤ Areamax

• V ariables

1. voltage Vi

2. size and Vt type of individual cells

The input and output are the gate-level circuits before
and after MWVS-aware ASA, which are denoted as D0 and
D, respectively. Mi is the i-th mode in N modes, and DRi

is the portion of the i-th mode duration, and hence each
DRi ≤ 1 and

∑N
i=1 DRi = 1. The predetermined nominal

voltage and clock cycle are VNOM and T , respectively. The
objective of this problem is to minimize the summation of
the power multiplied by the duration from mode M1 to MN .
The first two constraints are given for the timing closure.
That is, for each mode Mi , all the active paths in mode Mi ,
which are denoted as Act_Pathsi , should meet the setup time
constraint (slack ≥ 0) for the given cycle time T at the op-
erating voltage of Vi , where the slack definition will be de-
tailed later. In addition, at the nominal voltage VNOM , the
delays of all the paths, All_Paths, in the design should keep
the setup timing clean as well for the given T . The area is
constrained with Areamax since faster logic cells tend to be
large. Hold timing constraints are considered, but they are
omitted in the above since they are not the primary concern
in this work.

Here, it should be mentioned that the power in each
mode Mi is determined by its operation voltage Vi in two
ways. The first way comes from the fact that the power
is expressed as the product of voltage and current, i.e.,
Power=V × I. The second way is that the power depends
on the design after the re-synthesis, namely, the cell sizing
and Vt assignment (swapping the same type of cells to dif-
ferent threshold voltage) performed for timing satisfaction
at Vi affects power dissipation. Therefore, solving this prob-
lem needs to consider these two dependencies of power dis-
sipation on the selection of Vi .

Figure 4 illustrates Constraints 1 and 2 with path de-
lays and the cycle time T . Here, the path delay includes the

Fig. 4 Mode-wise timing constraints (two-mode case).

clock-to-q delay at the launch FF, the maximum path de-
lay of the combinational circuit from the launch FF to the
capture FF, and the setup time of the capture FF. Therefore,
the slack is expressed as slack = T - (path delay). In this
case, Constraint 1 can be considered as Delay(ACT_Pathi)
≤ T at Vi for i = 1,2, ...,N , and Constraint 2 means De-
lay(All_Paths) ≤ T at VNOM . In Fig. 4, there are four
groups of paths in the figure; the paths activated in Mode
1 only (blue), Mode 2 only (red), both Mode 1 and 2 (pur-
ple), and non-active paths (yellow). Three voltages hav-
ing VNOM > V1 > V2 relation are assumed. At VNOM , all
the path delays should pass the setup-time criterion with a
given clock period of T . V1 is the scaled voltage for Mode 1,
and thus all the paths activated in Mode 1 (blue and purple)
should meet the criterion of T under V1. V2 for Mode 2 (pur-
ple and red) follows accordingly. Note that the paths in blue
are excluded from the criterion for Mode 2, and their delays
can violate the setup-time constraint. The paths in purple
activated in both Mode 1 and Mode 2 are required to meet
the criterion for both the modes, while the paths in yellow
not activated in Mode 1 or Mode 2 can violate the criterion
in both the modes.

In summary, this optimization problem aims at the min-
imization of the total sum of Power × Duration. Since the
duration represents the time period and Energy = Power ×
Time, the objective is equivalent to energy minimization.

4. Proposed Design Methodology for MWVS

This section introduces the proposed MWVS design
methodology that solves the optimization problem formu-
lated in Sect. 3. Ultimately, we want to determine Vi , cell
sizes, and cell types simultaneously. However, for each
Vi value, we need to perform time-consuming circuit opti-
mization, i.e., cell sizing and swapping for timing closure.
Furthermore, this timing closure optimization needs to sat-
isfy all the timing constraints separately specified for each
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Fig. 5 Overall flow for solving MWVS problem.

mode. This work, therefore, takes a two-step approach that
decouples Vi optimization and circuit optimization. Figure 5
shows the overall flow. The iteration loop aims to obtain the
set of Vi that can minimize the objective function. In this
work, the downhill simplex algorithm (DSA) is used for this
iterative optimization. DSA is a classical algorithm that can
solve optimization problems having multidimensional vari-
ables without derivatives, which helps save the computation
cost [26]–[28], κ is the parameter to limit the number of it-
erations. This loop includes the circuit optimization with
MCMM flow, where the timing closure optimization is ex-
ecuted for given sets of Vi . The detail of DSA in MWVS
flow is described in Sect. 4.1. This circuit optimization with
MCMM flow is explained in Sect. 4.2. Before this iterative
optimization, sets of false paths should be prepared sepa-
rately for each mode, which is described in Sect. 4.3.

4.1 Downhill Simplex Algorithm (DSA)

Downhill simplex algorithm (DSA), which is also known
as Nelder-Mead method, is a simple numerical method for
finding the optimal solution in a multidimensional space
[26]–[28]. The advantage of DSA is that it does not rely
on the gradients to search the next decision. Thanks to
this property, DSA saves computing effort for the prob-
lem in which the computation of the objective function is
time-consuming and numerical calculation of the gradient is
prohibitively expensive. Hence, the proposed methodology
adopts DSA.

To solve an M-dimension problem, DSA prepares an
initial geometrical simplex composed of M + 1 vertices in
the solution space, where the dimension of each vertex is
M . Alternating the vertex iteratively through the compari-

Fig. 6 Illustration of three-dimensional simplex in DSA.

son of their corresponding objective function values makes
the simplex approach to the optimal solution. Figure 6 il-
lustrates a three-dimension simplex for the number of mode
M = 3, or known as tetrahedron, as an example. If M = 2,
the simplex becomes a triangle. Let us assume there is an
objective function, F(.), which needs to be minimized, and
there are M + 1 vertices X1, X2, ..., XM , XM+1, which are
initially determined by user and sorted as F(X1) ≤ F(X2)
... ≤ F(XM ) ≤ F(XM+1). When referring to Fig. 6, there
are 3+ 1 = 4 vertices, X1, X2, X3 and X4, where each Xi

(i = 1 ∼ 4) consists of three values (xi1, xi2, xi3). When
M = 2, each Xi (i = 1 ∼ 3) becomes a 2-value set (xi1, xi2).
Points R,E,O, I represent the next candidates of the vertices
of the simplex with the name as reflection, expansion, outer
contraction and inner contraction, respectively. The potions
of R,E,O, I in the solution space are calculated as the lin-
ear combination of X1, X2, ..., XM , XM+1. DSA chooses
the next set of vertices for the simplex in each iteration by
conditionally comparing F(R), F(E), F(O), F(I) with F(X1),
F(XM ), and F(XM+1), where F(X2) is excluded in compari-
son according to DSA rule. For the details, please see text-
book, such as [26]. No matter what the number of M is, the
number of points newly evaluated in each iteration is at most
four (R, E, O, I), and the function values comparisons are at
most within the seven points (F(R), F(E), F(O), F(I), F(X1),
F(XM ), and F(XM+1)). Then, each iteration replaces XM+1
by either of R,E,O, and I while the other points X1, X2, ...,
and XM with known objective function values are kept for
the next iteration. This operation presents the advantage of
DSA. The number of objective function evaluations in each
iteration is constant even when the number of M is large.
On the other hand, the methods that compute gradients need
to perform M+1 evaluations for numerical gradient compu-
tation.

This paragraph explains how to solve the MWVS prob-
lem with DSA. As mentioned at the beginning of Sect. 4,
the solution aims to search an optimal set of Vi using DSA,
where a set of Vi corresponds to a vertex in DSA, and the
total number of vertices are N + 1. For each vertex, this
flow performs circuit optimization for timing closure with
MCMM flow and evaluates the objective function. How-
ever, when the set of Vi includes too low voltage, the given
Constraint 1 & 2 in Sect. 3 cannot be satisfied and negative
slack values are observed. In this case, the set of Vi cannot
be considered as a solution candidate. On the other hand,
DSA cannot consider such constraints directly. Therefore,
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this flow adds a penalty function to the objective function to
guide DSA taking into consideration timing violation. Here,
there are many candidates of the penalty functions, but this
work uses the simple penalty function below since the ex-
periment results empirically found the penalty shape does
not affect the final solution much.

F(.) =




N∑
i=1

Power (Dx,Mi,Vi)×DRi Constraints are met,

EXT Otherwise,
(1)

where Dx means the design re-synthesized at the point of in-
terest (.) in the solution space. It should be noted that F(.) is
the implicit function of Dx since the designs re-synthsized
for individual points in the solution space, i.e. sets of Vi ,
are different. In each iteration of DSA, we only change
the assigned voltages for all the modes and perform the re-
synthesis, where the input design is always the original D0.
EXT is an empirical large number that increases F(.), for
example 100 times, when either of constraints 1 to 3 is vi-
olated. Unless the run-time concern, the iteration number
κ is recommended to be set with a sufficient large number
to reach the convergence of DSA. Our experiments, which
will be presented in Sect. 5, show that DSA converges after
25 iterations for the MWVS design problem.

4.2 Integrating Mode-Wise ASA into MCMM Flow

This work exploits MCMM flow in EDA tools [24], [25]
to carry out mode-wise ASA. The EDA tool asks users to
prepare scenarios, where each scenario is associated with
the timing library under a particular PVT corner and corre-
sponded design constraints files. Therefore, the false-path
specification commands for each mode should be included
in the design constraints files of the associated scenarios.

Figure 7 illustrates the preparation of the scenarios for
mode-wise ASA. Several timing libraries characterized at
different voltages are prepared beforehand. Then, for each
scenario corresponding to Mode 1 to Mode N , this flow as-
signs the library at the specified voltage and associates the
corresponding timing constraints files M1.sdc to MN .sdc as
well. In addition to the clock period T , the false paths iden-
tified for individual modes are described in the design con-
straint. An additional scenario (for Mode NOM) is for the
library of the nominal voltage of VNOM , where no informa-
tion on false paths is given. In other words, this scenario
specifies all the paths in design that need to pass the tim-
ing at VNOM . Note that if there are design-specific false
paths, they should still be specified in MNOM .sdc as well.
Hence, as long as operating in nominal voltage, the design
after MWVS flow can guarantee their functionality even for
any modes that are not considered in MWVS design flow.
The optimization in the MCMM flow aims to meet all con-
straints simultaneously. Therefore, as long as the timing is
clean, i.e., slack ≥ 0, the design is guaranteed to operate
correctly in every mode at the voltage of interest, and, for

Fig. 7 MCMM setting in EDA tool for MWVS design.

example, the logic simulation passes.

4.3 False Path Identification

Previous works on ASA [6], [14]–[16] pay attention to ac-
tive paths (or flops) obtained from logic simulation results
and allocate additional slacks to those paths. However, due
to glitch events, it cannot guarantee that there is no timing
error at the scaled voltage of interest after ASA circuit op-
timization. Let us explain the reason. Even when there is
no transition on a path, a glitch may arise and propagate
through the path after ASA timing optimization since glitch
occurrence strongly depends on transition timings. Such
new glitches are hard to be predicted, and then they raise
the risk for timing violation. Therefore, instead of speci-
fying active paths, this work decides to identify safe false
paths that are non-active during the mode operation of inter-
est. Thus there is no need to worry about accidental glitch
transitions even after timing optimization.

Figure 8 exemplifies false paths. The illustrated circuit
is composed of flops (FF-0∼FF-7), AND2 gates (A1∼A5),
and OR2 gates (O1∼O6). After performing a one-time logic
simulation for a particular workload (mode), the states (0
or 1) for each cycle can be extracted at the output pins of
all the flops, and the flops whose output states are identi-
cal with the previous cycle are defined as non-active flops.
Then, for each end-point flop (e.g., FF-0), with assigning
non-active flops (e.g., FF-1, FF-7) in static timing analysis,
the false paths that include false sub-paths (e.g., from FF-
1/Q to O1/A and FF-7/Q to O6/B) can be extracted. Even
though the input patterns vary every cycle, some flops are
non-active from the beginning to the end in a particular
mode. Such always-non-active flops in a mode might be
extracted by propagating mode-dependent constant values.
The false paths are primarily extracted based on those flops.
We regard this method as conventional false-path identifica-
tion (FPI).

On the other hand, it is found that applying cycle-by-
cycle analysis could potentially increase the number of false
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Fig. 8 Examples of false path identification including cycle-by-cycle
analysis.

paths. Let us take the circuit in Fig. 8 again as an exam-
ple. Topologically there are 13 paths in the circuit, which
are listed on the right side with ID numbers. Convention-
ally, in this schematic, these 13 paths are considered during
timing closure. On the other hand, supposing FF-1 and FF-
7 are non-active and 0 in a particular mode, four false paths
(paths 1,2,12,13 in gray) arise, and the number of paths to be
considered is reduced to 9. This reduction is identical to FPI
mentioned above. Next, consider the case that FF-2, FF-3,
FF-5 are not always non-active but either of FF-2 and FF-3
transitions only when the other stays 0, and the same relation
holds between FF-5 and FF-3. This case reduces the num-
ber of paths to be considered in timing closure to 3 (paths
6,9,11 in black). Cycle-by-cycle analysis can automatically
extract such FF-to-FF relations from the logic simulation re-
sults, which will be explained in the next paragraph. After
the false path identification, the false paths are assigned in
EDA tools in an ordinary way. EDA tool can simply assign
the false paths through the false stages. Taking an example
from Fig. 8, all the paths are assigned through A1,A2,A4,A5
as false paths. Gate A3 is also the false stage, but the paths
through A3 can be specified by A4, and then A3 is skipped.

This paragraph explains how to automatically extract
false paths mentioned above from the logic simulation re-
sults. The idea is very simple. The false paths are extracted
for each clock edge. In this part, the executed analysis is
the same as FPI. The set of false paths varies for each edge,
but some false paths are included for all the clock edges. Fi-
nally, such false paths are given to the timing closure tool.
In this way, the additional false paths discussed in Fig. 8 can
be obtained. This way of false path identification is called
as cycle-by-cycle fine-grained false path identification (CF-
FPI). Figure 9 illustrates CF-FPI from the example circuit in
Fig. 8. The false paths are extracted for every cycle. We ob-
tain the false paths from FF-2/Q to O2/A, FF-3/Q to O2/A,
and FF-3/Q to A3/B for cycle1 to cycle2, and the false paths
from FF-2/Q to O2/A, FF-3/Q to O2/A and FF-5/Q to A3/A
for clock2 to clock3. Then, we take the intersection of the
sets of the false paths and obtain the final list, i.e., path from
FF-2/Q to O2/A and FF-3/Q to O2/A. This example includes
only two clock edges, but the same analysis can be applied
to long simulation results.

Finally, this work further squeezes false paths. Till
now, the false paths are extracted primarily by using the

Fig. 9 Cycle-based false path analysis.

Fig. 10 Cycle-based non-critical transition and false path analysis in
AND2 gate.

information on non-active flops. On the other hand, addi-
tional paths from active flops can be identified as “false”.
This possibility arises in multi-input combinational gates,
e.g., AND2 in Fig. 10. Suppose that U1/A has only one rise
toggle, and U1/B has only one fall toggle in the same cy-
cle. In this case, due to the AND2 boolean logic, the output
transition U1/Y is dominated by the falling input i.e., U1/B.
The other pin U1/A has a non-critical transition (NCT), and
thus the path through U1/A can be used as a false path. The
important property of NCT is that this dominance relation is
independent of timing, and it holds even after any timing op-
timization. Therefore, this false path can be exploited safely
in cell-swapping optimization. It should be noted that this
false path identification based on the NCT is possible with
the cycle-by-cycle analysis. Besides, the multi-input gates
possessing similar characteristics include (N)AND, (N)OR,
AOI (AND-OR-INVERTER), OAI (OR-AND-INVERTER)
series of gates. MUXs have NCT possibilities since in the
case of S=0 or S=1, either A or B pin becomes don’t care
term, meaning that the transition at that pin becomes NCT.
X(N)OR series, HA (half adder), and FA (full adder) do not
have this characteristic since every input transition affects
the output state.

In order to give a more concrete picture for explaining
how to extract FPI and CF-FPI, Algorithms 1 and 2 show
the pseudo codes for the processes utilized in this flow for
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Algorithm 1: FPI for m-th mode
1: Run logic simulation to get the results with m-th mode.
2: Collect the flops with 0 toggle-rate through whole clock cycles

FF (m)
( j ) , where j = 1, 2, ...,F .

3: FP_list = [ ]
4: for ( j = 1; j ≤ F ; j ++)
5: FP_list← FP_list ∪ Paths-from-FF (m)

( j )
6: Output: Design constraint file includes FP_list.

Algorithm 2: CF-FPI for m-th mode
1: Run logic simulation to get the results with m-th mode.
2: Based on the results, for k-th cycle (k = 1, 2, ...,C), collect
3: (1) 0 toggle-rate flops FF (m,k )

( j ) , where j = 1, 2, ...,Fk , and

4: (2) the nets with non-critical transition N (m,k )
(x ) , where

x = 1, 2, ...,Mk .
5: FP_list = [ ]
6: for (k = 1;k ≤ C;k ++)
7: FP_list(k ) = [ ]
8: for ( j = 1; j ≤ Fk ; j ++)
9: FP_list(k ) ← FP_list(k ) ∪ Paths-from-FF (m,k )

( j )

10: for (x = 1;x ≤ Mk ;x++)
11: FP_list(k ) ← FP_list(k ) ∪ Paths-through-N (m,k )

(x )
12: if k == 1
13: FP_list← FP_list(k )

14: else
15: FP_list← FP_list ∩ FP_list(k )

16: Output: Design constraint file includes FP_list.

extracting the false-path list in a certain mode. The inputs
are all based on one-time simulation results based on that
mode, and the output is the final false-path list (denoted as
FP_list) that can be loaded by the EDA tool accompanied
with MCMM feature for implementing mode-wise ASA. In
Algorithm 1, the false paths are extracted from the non-
active flops, where these flops have 0 toggle rate through
the whole clock cycles in the m-th mode and the total num-
ber of these flops is denoted as F. Paths-starting-from-
FF (m)

( j ) means that the set of paths which start from the j-
th non-acitve FF in the m-th mode. With the help of EDA
tool such as Synopsys PrimeTime or Design Compiler, it is
available to trace the paths starting from the FF (m)

( j) . CF-
FPI shown in Algorithm 2 has a major difference compared
with FPI in Algorithm 1 that it needs to extract the false
paths cycle-by-cycle, and then performs an aggregation to
find the intersect for all the cycle-based false-path lists. Fk

in Algorithm 2 means the total number of the flops with 0
toggle-rate in the k-th cycle, and Mk means the total num-
ber of the nets with non-critical transition in the k-th cycle.
Paths-from-FF (m,k )

( j ) means the set of paths starting from

the flop FF (m,k)
( j) , and Paths-through-N (m,k )

(x) means the set

of paths through the net N (m,k)
(x) , where the set of paths can

be extracted through the EDA tools.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

5.1 Setup

This section performs an experimental evaluation of the pro-
posed methodology with RISC-V processor, a popular open-
source CPU. The processor is synthesized with Nangate
45nm library [29] for VTG (low-Vt) and VTH (high-Vt)
cells at 0.5 GHz by Synopsys Design Compiler (DC) which
enables MCMM, and VNOM is set to 1.0V. The power for
each mode is estimated by DC. After obtaining the value for
mode-wise power, the operation duration is considered to
calculate the overall power. Since 0.5 GHz is not the high-
est frequency for synthesizing RISC-V, many logic cells in
the circuit are swapped to higher-Vt cells to save leakage
power in the initial synthesis.

Our experiments select a processor as the evaluation
platform, and then the programs of different workloads are
compiled into different machine codes (0 and 1 sequences),
which are used as the input patterns during logic simula-
tion. Three workloads are selected in the experiments; (1)
dijkstra and (2) sha, which are included in MiBenchmark
[30], and (3) mt-matmul-fp, which is a floating-point (FP)
matrix-multiplication. The workloads of dijkstra and sha
use similar parts of processor components since they use in-
teger arithmetic and logic operations. On the other hand,
mt-matmul-fp utilizes the FP units, especially for multiply-
accumulate computation. Therefore, the modes dedicated
for dijkstra and sha are quite different from mt-matmul-fp,
which meets this work’s assumption that the operating volt-
age and the power consumption might have a discrepancy
between different modes. In this work, the area overhead is
limited to be smaller than 0.5%. To be aware of MCMM
fail cases during DSA, we simply set EXT to a constant 100
(W) in our experiments, where the estimated power of the
processor is lower than 1 W.

For comparison, this experiment prepares three meth-
ods for evaluation; (A) conventional VS, (B) single-mode
ASA + VS, (C) mode-wise ASA + VS (proposed). Method
(A) directly re-synthesizes the design at a lower voltage
without any specification of false paths, which is a stan-
dard design flow and then the baseline in this work. Method
(B) applies ASA based on the false paths that are not ac-
tivated in Mode 1 to Mode 3, namely Mode 1 to Mode 3
are merged into a single mode. This method has the sim-
ilarity as the previous work [6], [14]–[16] in terms of the
number of modes while the stochastic treatment of timing
error used in previous work [14]–[16] is disabled. Method
(C) is the proposed approach described in Sect. 4. In (C),
the duration for each mode can be explicitly considered to
minimize the overall power dissipation, while the duration
information cannot be considered in (A) and (B).

5.2 Results

Table 1 lists the experimental setup and results. The first
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Table 1 Optimization results for (A) conventional VS (baseline), (B)
single-mode ASA + VS, and (C) mode-wise ASA + VS (proposed).

Method #Modes Duration Voltage (V) Power (W)
(used modes) (reduction)

A 0.82 0.358 (baseline)
B 1 (1∪3) 0.80 0.340 (-5.0%)
B 1 (1∪2∪3) 0.80 0.340 (-5.0%)
C 2 (1, 3) 50:50 (0.73, 0.80) 0.312 (-12.8%)
C 2 (1, 3) 70:30 (0.73, 0.80) 0.301 (-15.9%)
C 2 (1, 3) 95:5 (0.73, 0.80) 0.286 (-20.1%)
C 3 (1, 2, 3) 33:33:33 (0.76, 0.73, 0.80) 0.307 (-14.3%)

column represents the three methods (A), (B), (C). The sec-
ond column lists how many modes are used and shows the
combination of the used modes. Method (A) and (B) only
apply one mode, but (B) considers the merged mode. The
third column is the assumed duration that only (C) can ex-
plicitly consider when computing overall power. The fourth
column for (A) and (B) is the minimum voltage at which the
WNS sustains 0, while for (C) it is the optimization results
after 30 DSA iterations. The final column for (A) and (B)
represents the power dissipation, and for (C) it means the
overall power considering the duration. The experiment ap-
plies FPI here for (B) and (C). FPI and CF-FPI for (C) will
be compared later.

From Method (A) to (B), the power is reduced by 5.0%.
(B) unites different modes to one, and hence the VS effi-
ciency of (B) is limited by the mode having the highest volt-
age. In this case, Method (B) is restricted by Mode 3 (mt-
matmul-fp) due to its smaller room for VS than the other two
modes. However, the proposed methodology of Method (C)
optimizes the design considering all the modes separately,
and thus it enhances the VS efficiency. Even in the case
of two modes (1, 3) having 50:50 duration, an additional
8% gain is obtained from Method (B) to (C). Additionally,
the proposed methodology allows different sets of duration.
When the duration ratio of Mode 1 to Mode 3 is changed
from 50:50 to 70:30 and even 95:5, the proposed method
can gain the power reductions of 16% and 20%, respectively
while the area increases was merely 0.4%. On the other
hand, the number of low-Vt (VTG) cells increased. One
circuit optimization for MCMM timing closure takes 8∼13
minutes for Method (A), (B) and (C) under FPI. Therefore,
the entire MWVS design flow of (C) takes about six hours.

This work next investigates the impact of false path
identification methods on the optimization results. Unfor-
tunately, the MCMM flow with the false-path set of CF-FPI
is slow and circuit optimization with CF-FPI could take 6∼7
hours for one run. Therefore, only the final iteration is exe-
cuted with CF-FPI. Meanwhile, the run time varies with dif-
ferent designs and workloads, and CF-FPI flow may not be
always so slow. Table 2 compares the number of commands
for false path specification for the cases with and without
applying CF-FPI. Looking at Mode 1 and Mode 2, obvi-
ously adopting CF-FPI increases the number of settings for
assigning false paths by 25K and 30K, respectively. On the
other hand, the number of false path settings for Mode 3
decreases by 29K. That is because many false stages have

Table 2 # of false-path specifications in design constraint file for each
mode.

Mode
1 2 3

FPI 161K 162K 214K
CF-FPI 186K 192K 185K

Fig. 11 Comparison between FPI and CF-FPI for (a) # of low-Vt (VTG)
cells (b) leakage powers.

topologically upstream and downstream relationships, and
thus we just neglect the setting for assigning the false paths
through those upstream false stages. Figure 11(a) compares
the usage of low-Vt (VTG) cells. FPI specifies fewer false
paths, and then the timing closure is more strict, which re-
sults in 77 to 78% larger number of low-Vt cells. On the
other hand, CF-FPI identified more false paths than FPI so
that fewer lower-Vt cells are used, and the increase of VTG
cells is suppressed to only 8% to 21%. Since CF-FPI suc-
cessfully suppress the usage of low-Vt cells, Fig. 11(b) re-
veals that applying CF-FPI reduces leakage power by 42%
in the two-mode case and 31% in the three-mode case. How-
ever, the improvement of the dynamic (switching + internal)
power from FPI to CF-FPI is minor since there is no signif-
icant difference in the obtained voltages, and thus the im-
provement of the total power (dynamic + leakage) is minor
(0.03%) due to the small portion of leakage power to the
overall power. On the other hand, when we apply CF-FPI
to the design in which leakage power is dominant, the total
power reduction might be significant. In overall, this result
indicates that CF-FPI facilitates the timing optimization and
reduces the number of lower-Vt cells.

5.3 Proposed Methodology Investigation

Figure 12(a) and Fig. 12(b) show how the solution is becom-
ing convergent during DSA, where Fig. 12(a) supposes two-
mode (1, 3) case of 50:50 duration and Fig. 12(b) supposes
three-mode (1, 2, 3) case of 33:33:33 duration. In each fig-
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Fig. 12 Convergence plots of the optimization for (a) two-mode case (1,
3), and (b) three-mode case (1, 2, 3) starting from two different initial
points.

ure, two curves are plotted starting from different initial val-
ues. Initialization 1 applies the voltage set (V1, V2) of (1.0,
1.0), (0.9, 1.0), and (1.0, 0.9) as the start points in the two-
mode optimization (associated with (xi1, xi2) for i = 1 ∼ 3
mentioned in Sect. 4.1), while initialization 2 applies (1.0,
1.0), (0.85, 1.0), and (1.0, 0.85). Similarly, the start points
are set in the three-mode cases (associated with (xi1, xi2, xi3)
for i = 1 ∼ 4 mentioned in Sect. 4.1) , i.e. voltage set (V1, V2,
V3) = (1.0, 1.0, 1.0), (1.0, 1.0, 0.9), (1.0, 0.9, 1.0), (0.9, 1.0,
1.0) for initialization 1 and (1.0, 1.0, 1.0), (1.0, 1.0, 0.85),
(1.0, 0.85, 1.0), (0.85, 1.0, 1.0) for initialization 2. Fig-
ure 12(a) shows that both initial sets of the two-mode case
can converge to the same power value after 17 iterations.
However, in the three-mode case, the different initial sets
would reach different power dissipation values. The reason
is that, although DSA is not a completely greedy algorithm,
it does not have an explicit hill-climbing capability, and then
it can fall into local optimal points. Meanwhile, the objec-
tive function is supposed to be somewhat a smooth function
since it is a linear sum of the product of the power and du-
ration for each mode, and the power is roughly proportional
to the voltage squared. However, the MCMM flow of EDA
tool might generate non-continuous space for this objective
function once the number of modes increases.

Figure 13(a) and Fig. 13(b) show the scatter plots of the
voltages in two different modes evaluated in the optimiza-
tion process, where the blackpoints mean that the timing
closure fails in the MCMM flow and the blue points mean

Fig. 13 Timing closure results at various sets of voltages for individual
modes. (a) two-mode case (1, 3). and (b) three-mode case (1, 2, 3) where
the voltage for Mode 3 is fixed at 0.81 V.

that the timing closure succeeds. Figure 13(a) is for two-
mode case, and Fig. 13(b) is for three-mode case, where one
dimension of voltage, i.e., voltage for Mode 3, V3, is fixed
at 0.81 V. Focusing on the two-mode case, a clear bound
could be found; the timing closure passed in the MCMM
flow when V1 ≥ 0.73 V and V3 ≥ 0.80 V. Although there are
a few outlier points that fail, they are relatively rare, and the
DSA works well. However, in the three-mode case, even
when fixing one dimension of voltage V3 at 0.81 V, the plot
shows that the boundary is unclear and the blackand blue
dots are mixed, especially around the point of (V1, V2) =
(0.73, 0.73). This behavior indicates that if the solution
approaches this area, the algorithm might be disturbed by
the outlier points and converge at a local minimum point.
Actually, since the MCMM flow itself is another complex
optimization problem and its complexity also increases ac-
cording to the number of modes, the stability of the overall
solution may become sensitive to the set of initial points. On
the other hand, comparing to Method (A) and (B), the pro-
posed methodology provides higher power efficiency. Note
that DSA is not the sole solver for this problem, and other
methods can be used as long as their performance is better.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposed a design methodology based on ASA
to achieve a design applying to mode-wise voltage-scaling
(MWVS) with guaranteeing no timing errors. This work
formulated the MWVS design as an optimization problem
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toward the minimized energy operation by defining oper-
ation voltages for individual modes and cell sizes and Vt
types as the variables. The proposed method integrated
ASA with the MCMM flow in EDA tools, and then applied
DSA to solve the problem numerically. This work also in-
troduced a fine-grained identification method of false paths
that can be excluded in timing optimization without any risk
of timing error. The evaluation based on RISC-V design
achieved 20% gain of power efficiency compared with the
conventional VS method, where 15% gain comes from the
mode-wise idea. It is also shown that the fine-grained false
path identification facilitated the timing closure and reduced
leakage power by more than 30%. We believe that MWVS
flow could offer more benefit on VS once combining the
multi-mode voltage scaling with the stochastic MTTF anal-
ysis and consider it as our near future work.
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